Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) are powerful in data representation inference, but it cannot learn relations between features with its vanilla form and common variations. The ability to capture relations within data can provide the much needed inductive bias necessary for building more robust Machine Learning algorithms with more interpretable results. In this paper, inspired by recent advances in relational learning using Graph Neural Networks, we propose the Self-Attention Graph Variational AutoEncoder (SAG-VAE) network which can simultaneously learn feature relations and data representations in an end-to-end manner. SAG-VAE is trained by jointly inferring the posterior distribution of two types of latent variables, which denote the data representation and a shared graph structure, respectively. Furthermore, we introduce a novel self-attention graph network that improves the generative capabilities of SAG-VAE by parameterizing the generative distribution allowing SAG-VAE to generate new data via graph convolution, while still trainable via backpropagation. A learnable relational graph representation enhances SAG-VAE's robustness to perturbation and noise, while also providing deeper intuition into model performance. Experiments based on graphs show that SAG-VAE is capable of approximately retrieving edges and links between nodes based entirely on feature observations. Finally, results on image data illustrate that SAG-VAE is fairly robust against perturbations in image reconstruction and sampling.
Introduction
In practice, data often comes with complex relations between features which are not explicitly visible, and extracting this structural information has been a crucial, yet challenging, task in the field of Machine Learning. Recently, renewed interest in relational and structure learning has been largely driven by the development of new end-to-end Neural Network and Deep Learning frameworks [1, 2, 3] , with multiple promising results reported. This renewed drive in relational structure inference using Neural Networks can be partially attributed to current efforts to overcome the limited generalization capabilities of Deep Learning [4] . More importantly, learning the relational structure with Neural Network models has several inherent advantages: strong and efficient parameterization ability of Deep Learning can extract essential relational information and perform large-scale inference, which are considered difficult with other learning algorithms. Recently, research in relational learning using Neural Networks has largely focused on sequential generation/prediction of dynamical systems, while static data has been largely ignored [5, 6, 7] . At their core, these algorithms use either one or a combination of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [8, 9, 10] and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [11] . The former provides a convenient framework for relational operations through the use of graph convolutions [12] , while the latter offers a powerful Bayesian inference method to learn the distribution of the latent graph structure of data. Inspired by these recently developed methods, we devised a Neural Network based algorithm for relational learning on graph data.
In this paper, inspired by the recent advances in the field of GNNs and VAEs, we propose Self-Attention Graph Variational Autoencoder (SAG-VAE), a novel VAE framework that jointly learns data representation and latent structure in an end-to-end manner. SAG-VAE utilizes the gumbel-softmax reparameterization [13] to infer the graph adjacency matrix, and adopts a novel Graph Convolutional Network (also designed in this paper) as the generative network. During the generation process, a sampled adjacency matrix will serve as the graph edge information for the novel Graph Network, and a sampled data representation will be fed into the network to generate data. Based on this framework, SAG-VAE will be able to directly infer the posterior distributions of both the data representation and relational matrix based on vanilla gradient descent.
Several experiments are carried out with multiple data sets of different kinds to test the performances. We observe in the experiments that SAG-VAE is able to learn organized latent structures for homogeneous image data, and the interpretation can match the nature of the certain type of image. Also, for graph data with known connections, SAG-VAE can retrieve a significant portion of the connections based entirely on feature observations. Based on these performances, we argue that SAG-VAE can serve as a general relational structure learning method from data. Furthermore, as one can find out from the experiments, the adoption of the novel graph structure can improve generative quality of the network.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 conducts a literature review regarding methods related to the paper; Section 3 introduces the background and discuss the proposed SAG-VAE; Experimental results are shown in section 4, and the implications are discussed; And finally, section 5 gives a general conclusion of the paper.
Related Work
The task of learning latent structure and feature relations from data traces its history back to the early work on causality inference, when researchers started to question the casual-effective relationships in fields like economy [14] and medicine [15] . Early methods on this topic heavily relied on domain knowledge and statistical tests, and work only on small-scale problems. Bayesian inference serves as another 'line of research' for this task, and recent work has developed more representative models [16] . However, most of the recent methods lying in this branch are domainspecified and hard to be tested on general-purpose data like images. Thus, these models are not quantitatively tested or compared in the paper.
Perhaps counter-intuitively, relational learning in Neural Networks started long before the era of Deep Learning. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and its variants like LSTM [17] are essentially relational learning methods, although they were developed under the guise of 'sequential learning'. After the emerge of Deep Learning, neural mining of relational information was firstly advanced largely in the domain of Natural Language Processing [18] . More recently, a range of notable methods on neural relational learning, such as AIR [19] , (N)REM [20, 3] and JK network [2] , have achieved state-of-the-art performances by adopting explicit modeling of certain relations. In addition, Graph Neural Networks are increasingly popular in the presence of feature relations, and one prominent example can be found in [12] . However, almost all the work discussed above assumed a known relational structure, while such structure is inferred in our model.
Another important research line closely related to this work is the development of Graph Neural Network. The pioneering applications and theories of neural networks on graph backdated can be found in early 2000s literature [21, 22, 8] . In recent years, a considerable amount of approaches have been developed to simplify computation and improve performance [23, 24, 25, 9] . Prominently, the proposal of Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [9] remarkably simplified computation and effectively unified the operations of Graph and ordinary Neural Networks. As a method closely related to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), GNNs are likewise often improved by attention mechanism [26] . Among the development of attention methods, a recent advancement based on self-attention GANs ( [27] ) has attracted considerable notice. Consequently, inspired by the novel technique, this paper designed a similar Self-attention Graph Generative Network on the top of the idea, although significant changes have been made to adopt the technique to GNNs. Furthermore, as the method utilizes the framework of Variational Autoencoder, several publications concerning this technique are closely linked to our model. On the top of the original VAE paper ( [11] ), [28] proposed an auto-encoding inference structure operating on graph data. In addition, [29] further elaborated on the idea to use VAEs to learn explicit graph structure. Finally, [6] adopts a paradigm similar to SAG-VAE with Graph Neural Network embedded into the framework of Variational Autoencoder to learn latent structure. However, that paper was focusing on dynamic and sequential model, and the scheme they used is to alternately generate node and edge representations, which are different from ours.
Method

Background
Graph Convolution Networks
Graph Convolutional Networks, first proposed in [9] , introduce a scalable approach based on approximation of spectral convolutions on graphs, and naturally outstands on processing graph-structured data. Given a graph G = (V , E), a Graph Convolutional Networks takes as input a set of features x i for every note i ∈ V , resulting in a node-feature matrix representation X of a graph n × d where n is number of nodes and d is number of features. Additionally, a Graph Convolutional Network takes as input a graph adjacency matrix A sized n × n. Finally, the network layers are connected using a convolutional projection of input graph X with adjacency matrix A, therefore we have the following non-linear function for each layer:
whereÂ = A + I with A as the original adjacency matrix and I as the identity matrix of the main diagonal. D serves as the normalization matrix ofÂ:
also we have W (l) as the weight matrix of the l-th layer and σ(·) as the activation function.
Variational Autoencoder Framework
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) have been witnessed to be one of the most efficient approaches to learn deep latent-variable models and related inference models since proposed in [11] . Accordingly, our model leverages VAEs framework to GCNs for the purpose of generating latent variables of input graph structures. As general, we define the parametric inference model q(Z|X), and the generative model p(X|Z) as:
Where m stands for the amount of data. And under the Gaussian prior used in the original paper [11] , the inference network will be:
And with some standard derivation of variational inference, the optimization objective was given as the format of Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO):
For conjugate priors like Gaussian, the KL-divergence can be computed analytically to avoid the noise in Monte-Carlo simulation.
Inference of SAG-VAE
Variational Autoencoders cannot naturally model data with graph structure, and to let graph convolution operations to be carried out, a discrete distribution of the graph edges must be present. Thus, we introduce another latent variable A, which represents the distribution of the adjacency matrix of the graph. Ideally, for each edge A i,j , the model should parametrize a Bernoulli distribution. And the joint distribution will be:
where N is the number of nodes, and is therefore the number of features/dimensions in the original non-graph data.
The factorization of distributions holds as random varaibles A i,j as independent, and j goes from (i + 1) as the graph adjacency is symmetric. Equation 6 precisely describes the desired distribution; However, as Bernoulli distribution is discrete, using this the target directly can make the model difficult to optimize. Thanks to recent advances in variational Deep Learning, we are able to utilize gumbel-softmax distribution [13] to simulate Bernoulli/categorical distributions. The gumbel-softmax approximation used in our model can be expressed as follows:
Notice that in equation 7 there is no index on X, which means the learned adjacency matrix is a shared structure (amortized inference) and should be averaging over the input. In practice, one can apply Gumbel-Softmax to each φ 1 (A i,j |X i ), and averaging over the probability:
as this will make the estimation of the KL-divergence part more robust. we will discuss this issue further in the later paragraphs.
Taking back the original Z variable, the joint posterior will now be p(Z, A|X). Figure 2 illustrates the structure and graphical model of SAG-VAE, and draws a comparison with vanilla VAE. Observing from the graphical model of SAG-VAE, since A and Z are considered not d-separated, they are not necessarily independent given X. Nevertheless, to simplify computation, we perform the conditional independence approximation on the variational distributions:
Crucially, equation 9 allows the posterior distributions to be separated, and therefore avoids noisy and expensive Monte-Carlo simulation of the joint KL-divergence. With the similar derivation developed in [11] , one can get the new ELBO of our model:
The posterior distribution of Z is characterized by a learned Gaussian with a standard Gaussian prior. Testing more powerful latent distribution under this framework can be a work in the future. For SAG-VAE, we need the dimension of the hidden representation to be equal to the number of dimension (one can see the reason in section 3.3). Therefore, we propose two types of implementations. The first one is to apply a set of hidden distributions for each data point, as it is usually done in ordinary VAEs; and the second one is to learn a distribution for each dimension. Noticeably, the latter scheme will lead to high-quality reconstruction results, albeit with the cost that the model becomes more vulnerable to overfitting and sampling from the SAG-VAE becomes difficult. Nevertheless, the advantage of robustness and noise-resistance of SAG-VAE is more obvious with the second implementation. Thus, in section 4, we mainly test this type of implementation to show the characteristics of SAG-VAE.
Another issue to notice is the computation of the KL-divergence term D KL [q φ2 (A|X)||p(A)]. Notice that for the SAG-VAE with per-data-point representation, with the implementation based on equation 8, the KL divergence will become:
This function is not properly normalized as the summation depends on n but there is no such parameter on the denominator. For the per-dimension version of SAG-VAE, although we do have an additional 1 n factor, this KLdivergence term can still be way too dominating as the summation is of O(n 2 ) terms. Thus, inspired by the idea in [30] , we use a β A = 1 n 2 −n to normalize the KL-divergence term (β A D KL [q φ2 (A|X)||p(A)]) and improve the performance in practice.
Self-attention Graph Generative Network
The generative network of SAG-VAE is composed by a novel Self-attention Graph Neural Network model design in this paper. We can denote this in a short-handed form:
The Self-attention Graph Network generally follows the framework of [9] for information aggregation, and part of the network update directly follows equation 1. However, one significant difference is the introduction of the self-attention layer. The approach is similar to the mechanism in Self-attention GANs [27] , but instead of performing global attention regardless of geometric information, the self-attention layer in our model is based on the neighbouring nodes. The reason for adopting such a paradigm in this model is that the node features and edge connections are learned instead of given. And if a global unconditional attention is performed, the errors on the initialization stage will be augmented, which will make the network more difficult to be trained.
Suppose featureĤ (l)
= H (l) W (l) of the previous layer (after convolution) has the shape [n × d], where n and d represent the number of dimensions (nodes) and graph features, respectively. Now for node i and any other node j ∈ N i (neighboring nodes), the relevance value e i,j is computed as follows:
where W l and W r are the [d ×d] convolution matrices to transform the d-dim node features tod-dim attention features. All the multiplications in equation 12 are matrix multiplications. Finally, having taken into consideration the graph edge connections as geometric information, we perform the softmax operation on the neighboring nodes of i (including itself). Formally, the attention value will be computed as:
In practice, the above operation can be done before normalization in parallel by multiplying the relevance information computed by equation 12 with the adjacency matrix. This attention mechanism is similar to Graph Attention Network (GAT) [26] , with one main difference being that in GAT the relevance features are aggregated and multiplied by a learnable vector, while in SA-GNN the relevance features are directly processed by dot products. After computing α i,j for each pair and obtaining the matrix α, the attention result can be directly computed by matrix multiplication in the same manner of [27] :H
where W g and W f are the [d ×d] and [d × d] transformation matrices, respectively. The main purpose of using the two matrix is to reduce computational cost, and in practice, if the number of graph features (channels) are not too large, the transformations are not necessarily required.
To further improve the performance, we considered incorporating edge weights into the attention mechanism. The weights can be computed by the encoding matrix with a share structure of q φ2 (A) network. Formally, this can be expressed as:
Whereφ 2 (·) indicates a network shares the structure with φ 2 (·) except the last layer. Meanwhile, the main diagonal of V will be set to 1. Therefore, equation 13 can be revised into:
And in a similar idea to [27] , the attention-based feature will be multiplied by a λ coeffcient originally set as 0 and added to the features updated by the rules in vanilla GCN:
That is to say, the network will first focus on learning the graph geometry (edges), and then using the attention mechanism to improve the generation quality. Notice that the intention behind this interpolation is different from that of the self-attention GAN, which focus on global-local combination instead, although the mathematical expressions are identical.
In practice, to form a the generative network, we need to take both reconstruction quality and generalization into consideration. In addition, to make sure the distribution of the graph q φ2(A|X) is properly trained, there has to be a mechanism to enforce correlation between the generated adjacency graph and the information at each layer. To achieve the above goals, inspired by the method proposed in [31] , we use skip connection to interpolate each layer of the generative network. Specifically, at each layer, we combine the self-attention-processed layer information with the output directly from the graph convolution of the latent code Z. This can be denoted as:
Where σ(·) is the non-linear activation and H (1) is the latent representation of the data (directly from Z). For the last layer, we apply activation after amalgamating the infotrmation:
to keep the properties produced by certain activation (e.g. Sigmoid will produce results in [0, 1]). Finally, it is important to note that in the VAE framework, the latent variable Z does not naturally fit in the GCN framework where each node is treated as a feature vector. Thus, for the data point-wise distribution version of SAG-VAE, one needs to first transform the dimension into n with a fully-connected layer, and then add one dimension to get a [m × n × 1] tensor. In contrast, for the SAG-VAE with individual distributions for each dimension, one can directly sample a [m × n × d] to operate on GCNs.
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the performances and favorable properties of SAG-VAE. Intuitively, by introducing the graph-structured relational learning, SAG-VAE will have two advantages over ordinary VAE and its popular variations: interpretable relations between features and robustness against perturbations. To validate the correctness of the learned interpretable relations, one can apply SAG-VAE to the task of retrieving graph edges/links based on node feature observations. Also, this type of task is itself considered important in the regime of graph learning. On the other hand, for the robustness of the SAG-VAE model, we can test its performance on tasks like reconstruction with noise/mask and sampling with perturbations. Notice that for the majority of the models tested in this section are implemented with independent distributions on each dimension. We choose this setup because the advantage of SAG-VAE is more significant under these situations. Moreover, in practice, the data point-wise distribution version will be straightforward to implement, although the parameters will be more difficult to tune.
Graph Connection Retrieval
We apply two types of feature observations based on graph data. For the first type, the features are generated by a 3-layer Graph Neural Network (GCN in [9] ) by propagating information between neighboring nodes; And for the second type, we pick graph data with given feature observations and randomly dropout rows and add Gaussian noises to obtain a collection of noisy data. Notice that in addition to testing the performance of SAG-VAE, the task of graph edge retrieval is itself considered as an interesting problem in the areas of machine learning.
Results of experiments on two types of graph data illustrate that SAG-VAE can correctly retrieve a significant portion of links (satisfactory recall) while avoid generating overly redundant connections (satisfactory precision). For the first type of data, SAG-VAE can effectively generalize the reconstruction to an unseen pattern of positions. Also, by sampling from the hidden distributions, new patterns of positions can be observed. For the second type of data, SAG-VAE can outperform major existing methods. In addition, the inference of hidden representation is a unique advantage comparing to existing methods.
Notice that as a largely under-explored area, there is only limited number of models to compare the performances of generating links/edges through feature observations. Consequently, we mainly test models based on pairwise production and Variational Graph Autoencoder (VGAE) [28] . The most naive model (pairwise production) is to directly compute the dot production between any pair of nodes, and use Sigmoid to produce the probability for a link to exist. This simple method serves as the baseline in the comparison of [28] , although the features are computed with deep walk ( [32] ) in their model. More advanced baselines are based on VGAE, which use part of the graph to learn representation and generalize the generation to the overall graph. The direct comparison between VGAE and SAG-VAE is to remove all edge connections and feed the graph data to VGAE with only 'self-loops' on each node. To further validate the superiority of SAG-VAE, we also demonstrate the performance of VGAE with 10% of edges preserved in the training input, and show that SAG-VAE can outperform VGAE even under this biased setup.
Karate Synthetic Data
We adopt Zachary's karate club graph to generate the first type of feature observations. In the implementation, each type of node (labeled in the original dataset) is parametrized by an individual Gaussian distribution, and 5 different weights are adopted to generate node positions with 5 patterns. During the training phase, only the first 4 patterns are provided to the network, and the final pattern is used to test if the trained SAG-VAE is able to generalize the prediction. Figure 3 shows the sampling results with both data point-and dimension-wise representation of SAG-VAE. From the figures, it can be observed that both versions of SAG-VAE can generate Karate data information in an organized manner. Sampling from the SAG-VAE with data-wise distribution can further restrict the patterns of node distributions, while sampling from its dimension-wise counterpart appears to get more flexible node distributions, albeit the relative positions between nodes still follow a certain pattern. Table 1 illustrates the comparison of performance between different methods on the Karate-generated data. From the table it can be observed that SAG-VAE with both data-wise and dimension-wise implementations can outperform methods of comparisons. It is noticeable that for this graph generation task, adding 10% ground-truth links does not help significantly improve the F 1 score of VGAE. In contrast, simply applying pairwise production will lead to a better performance in this case. Table 2 illustrates the comparison of performance (F 1 scores) between different models on three benchmark graph data sets: Graph Protein [33, 34] , Coil-rag [35, 36] and Enzymes [33, 37] . All the 3 types of data come with rich node feature representation, and we obtain the training and testing data by selecting one sub-graph from the data and apply the second type of data generation (with random noise and row dropout). The extracted graph are of size 64, 6 and 18, respectively. Comparing to the Karate data used above, the graphs adopted here are significantly sparser From the table, it can be observed that SAG-VAE can outperform methods adopted for comparison, especially for the VGAE-based results. For VGAE, the performance is poor for all datasets and adding back 10% links does not help remedy the situation. On the other hand, simply applying pairwise product yields in quite competitive performances. One possible reason behind this observation is that since the node features are very noisy, it is very difficult for the VAE architecture to learn meaningful embedding of the nodes; on the other hand, since the feature representations are originally rich, pairwise production can capture sufficient information, and therefore leads to an unexpected good performance. The curse of noisy feature is resolved by applying SAG-VAE: with the merits of the joint inference of data representation and feature relations, the model can overcome the problem of noise under the same VAE framework and lead to overall optimal performance. 
Graph Data with given Node Features
Image Data: Robust Reconstruction and Sampling
As it is stated before, we expect SAG-VAE has a more robust performance against perturbations because of the learned correlations between features can lead to a noise-resisting inductive bias. In this section, we test the robustness of SAG-VAE on two image datasets: MNIST and Fashion MNIST. Specifically, we test the performances of SAG-VAE on 3 tasks: noisy reconstruction, masked/corrupted reconstruction, and noisy sampling. We show in the experiments that the SAG-VAE model can perform significantly better than plain VAE on the first two tasks, and has a fairly robust performance when we set some dimensions in the hidden layer to uniform noise. Moreover, by plotting the learned graph adjacency matrix, we can find that the SAG-VAE model does learned a meaningful representation of the structure of the data.
In these experiments, we only implemented SAG-VAE with dimension-wise distributions. This type of model can produce reconstruction with higher qualities, but it is more vulnerable to perturbation. Therefore, testing with this type of setup can better illustrate the advantages of SAG-VAE. Nevertheless, this setup makes sampling harder than ordinary VAE, as we no longer have low-dimension latent codes. To conduct the sampling process, we model the mean and variance of each pixel for data with different labels. We use Gaussian distribution:
σ ∼ N (µ σ , σ σ ) to approximately model the manifold and distributions of each dimensions. Notice that unlike graph data, for images, using dimension-wise distribution will indeed damage the ability for VAE to sample meaningful data. We apply this paradigm here mainly for the purpose to illustrate the robustness of the SAG-VAE framework. And in practice, one can always switch to data-wise distribution model, albeit with the parameters harder to tune.
Noisy and Masked Reconstruction
The well-known MNIST and Fahsion MNIST images are in shape of 28 × 28. For the Fashion MNIST, to better leverage the common structure, we remove the image classes that are not shirt-like or pans-like since their geometries are significantly different from the rest of the dataset. To artificially introduce adversarial perturbation on images, two types of noises are applied: uniform noise and block-masking/corruption. For uniform noise-based perturbation, 200 pixels (or 150 depending on the type of data) are randomly selected and replaced with a number generated from uniform distribution U (0, 1). For masked-based perturbation, a block of 6 × 6 is added at random position on each image, thus a small portion of the digit or object in the image is unseen.
We firstly test SAG-VAE on MNIST data with perturbations. 10 reconstructed images with corresponding perturbed and original images are randomly selected and presented in figure 4 and figure 5 . On the same image, the performance of vanilla VAE is also illustrated. The vanilla VAE is implemented with fully connected layer for each dimensions, which is equivalent to SAG-VAE with the adjacency matrix (links) to be zero for all but the main diagonal. As one can observe, images reconstructed by vanilla VAE falsely learned the patterns of noise and blocks, as there is no inductive bias against such situation. On the other hand, for both tasks, SAG-VAE outperforms VAE significantly in terms of reconstruction quality. For the noisy perturbation, one can merely observe visible noise from the reconstruction result of SAG-VAE. And for the masked perturbation, although the reconstruction quality is not as strong, it can still be observed that the edges of blocks are smoothed and mask sizes are reduced adequately. Notice that the performance of SAG-VAE on the task with uniform noise is close to denoising autoencoder ( [38] ), yet we did not introduce any explicit denoising measure. The de-noising characteristics is introduced almost entirely by the inductive bias from the learned feature relations.
We further test the same tasks on Fashion MNIST, and the performances can be shown in figures 7 and 8. Again, we can observe from the figures that SAG-VAE significantly outperforms VAE when perturbation exists in the input data. It is noticeable that in Fashion MNIST reconstruction, SAG-VAE appears to be more resistant to block-masking, and it maintains its noisy strong robustness against uniform noise. Figure 6 shows the loss (l 2 distance) between reconstructed images and the original and the noise-corrupted images respectively on SAG-VAE. It can be observed that the gap between reconstructed and original images declines aligned with training loss, while the loss between reconstructed images and noise images declines ends up with landing at a plateau on a high level. This indicates that the robustness of SAG-VAE will defy itself from learning the perturbation as information. Limited by the space, we did not include the figure for the training losses of vanilla VAE. In our experiments, we observe that for vanilla VAE, the reconstruction loss between the noisy image will continue to decrease while the loss between the real image will increase, indicating that plain VAE falsely fits the perturbation as information.
Finally, figure 9 shows the learned adjacency matrix as the relations between different features. It can be observed that while it is not very straightforward to interpret the reason for each connection to exist, the graph structure is properly organized, and it can be reasonably argues that the robustness against perturbation comes from this organized structure. 
Noisy Sampling
Following the method discussed in the beginning of section 4.2, we model the distribution of the latent representations of MNIST images for different image classes by fitting the distributions of means and variances for each pixel. For each image class, 50 images are selected to fit the distribution of the parameters. Figure 10 illustrates the comparison between the sampling with uncorrupted latent representations and with a corruption/noise of 200 dimensions of Z been filled with uniform noises. Notice that since there is an individual distribution for each pixel, the overall image does not have 'sampling manifold' as ordinary data-wise VAE does, and the generation quality is lower. Nevertheless, this experiment mainly serves the purpose of verifying the robustness of the SAG-VAE framework. From the figure, it can be observed that although a significant number of dimensions have been filled with uniform noise, the generated results can still generally preserve the characteristics of the digits. Given the condition of the limited quality of the original per-pixel generation, the decrements of quality is actually not very significant. Also notice that SAG-VAE is able to 'adjust' the generated digits to the area it should appear and resist noise on the 'canvas' -no generated image appears to be noisy in terms of the black background.
Limited by space, we did not test Fashion MNIST for this task. In addition, we did not provide the results on vanilla VAEs or VAEs with data-wise distribution for comparison. Such work can be treated as a future direction to further investigate this novel method. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose Self-Attention Graph Variaional AutoEncoder (SAG-VAE) based on recent advances on Variational Autoencoders and Graph Neural Networks. This novel model can jointly infer data representations and relations between features, which provides strong explainable results for the input datasets. In addition, by introducing the learned relations as inductive biases, the model demonstrates strong robustness against perturbations. Furthermore, a novel Self-Attention Graph Neural Network (SA-GNN) is proposed in the paper.
To conclude, this paper makes the following major contributions: firstly, it proposes a novel VAE-based framework which can jointly infer representations and feature relations in an end-to-end manner; secondly, it presents a novel Self-attention-based Graph Neural Network, which leverages the power of self-attention mechanism to improve the performance; and finally, it demonstrates multiple favorable experimental results, which further corroborate the intention of the method.
In the future, the authors intend to extend the model to more advanced posterior approximation techniques (e.g. IWAE) and more flexible priors (e.g. normalized flow). Testing the performances of the model on more complicated datasets is another direction.
